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RMT C ONFERENCE FIRED A SHOT over the heads of the New Labour leadership. Delegate after delegate rose to attack New
Labour policies. Though the RMT remains affiliated to the Labour Party,  the rules governing the RMT political fund have been

changed to allow branches to affiliate to parties other than Labour and to give financial support to independent candidates. But a
resolution denouncing RMT Assistant General Secretary Mick Cash for voting for the war against Iraq on the Labour Party National
Executive was lost when Bob Crow defended him and called for ‘unity’.

The Conference committed the union to supporting Ken Livingstone for London Mayor and the union will support those standing
for the Greater London Authority with socialist policies. We will no longer finance those who refuse to represent our policies.

RMT C ONFERENCE:

NEW LABOUR SLAMMED

These rule changes will put the RMT
into direct conflict with the Labour
Party’s constitution. There is a chance
that the Labour leadership will try to
expel us from the party that we helped to
set up 104 years ago.

If so, we should campaign among
other unions and Labour Party for
support. The unions should explore the
possibility of starting a new movement to
represent working people now.

<><><>

RENATIONALISATION was high on the
agenda. The HSE and the Railway

Inspectorate were slammed for their
inaction over Potters Bar, Paddington
and Southall. Conference called for
company directors to be held accountable
and be imprisoned for negligence.

Conference told the Executive to
campaign to reverse PPP and for all
track maintenance to be carried out in-
house and guards to be reintroduced to
all trains.

<><><>

RESOLUTIONS WERE PASSED defending
public housing, and attacking racism

in all its forms and the BNP in particular.
A resolution was passed supporting

reparations from the beneficiaries of the
slave trade to the communities that they
decimated; and for an end to slavery
today, and the economic slavery of the
IMF and World Bank.

Conference supported the Palestinian
people’s struggle for self-determination.
It attacked the Israeli occupation of the
West Bank and the brutal suppression by
the Israeli armed forces.

Government plans for foundation
hospitals came under attack.

The government of Venezuela was
congratulated for defeating the CIA-
inspired coup.

<><><>

THE UNION’ S SEAFARER MEMBERS told
us of long working hours and the

‘flags of convenience’ used to recruit
foreign labour on the cheap, some for as
little as £2 per day. The Race Relations
Act does not apply to ships, so it is legal
to give a foreign national less money or
worse working conditions than a British
sailor doing the same job. A campaign
will be launched calling for trade union
rights and equal pay for all seafarers.

There was only one woman delegate at
Conference. A resolution calling for
crèche facilities at union meetings was
carried unanimously by a conference that
realised we were not doing enough to
encourage the involvement of women
members. Thousands of women work
in the transport industry and they are
under-represented at all levels.

The union reaffirmed its support for
the No Sweat campaign against
sweatshop working conditions. See
www.nosweat.org.uk for more
information.

<><><>

FINALLY , UNION RULES FORBIDDING the
publication of ‘unofficial circulars’

were scrapped, leaving all members and
branches free to communicate and to
publish their opinions.

This can only be good for democracy
within the union.

<>  a delegate reports  <>  notice served on new labour  <>  workers need our own party  <>

It is down to us -  rank-and-file activists
and socialists in the RMT and other
unions - what happens next.

The big picture is that we need to aim
for a workers’ government. To do this,
and to win advances now, the working
class needs its own political party.

We should stand, or back, candidates
who base themselves on representing
working-class interests. And we should
rule out backing candidates from
parties which do not  - such as Liberals
or nationalists.

We need to mobilise the unions within
the Labour structures to break with
Blairism, and also organise to establish
a vocal socialist presence in politics.

Tubeworker is produced
by tubeworkers in the
Alliance for Workers’
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the Socialist Alliance

and the Labour Party for a
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democracy.

We want one democratic,
fighting union for all

railworkers. We reject artificial
divisions between workers of
different grades. We oppose
racism, sexism, homophobia
and all prejudice that divides
us. Only our bosses benefit
from a divided workforce.



Tube workers need a 4-day 32-hour week NOW!

ON THE CHEAP
On the District Line, management are

posting SAMFs to staff stations alone,
rather than let a Supervisor do overtime.
We can not tolerate LUL using some
grades to cover the work of others on the
cheap, particularly when (as in this case) it
leaves staff and passengers vulnerable.

Of course, if LUL employed enough
staff to start with, stations would be
covered, and there would be no need for
lone working or overtime.

ON TRIAL
In the new banking trial, it looks like

the verdict will be ‘guilty’. The theory is
that you only do consolidation on the
day of a collection. In practice though,
the workload gets banked up, and
errors are much harder to track down.

Add to that the woeful lack of training
and the fact that some poor souls on the
reserve are having to work to different
systems on different days. Tubeworker
suggests trialling a completely new idea
– that those who actually do the job
should decide how it should be done.

CLAMPDOWN
LUL is attempting a clampdown on the

stations. There is to be no more smoking
outside stations in uniform, extended meal
breaks, cutting away early or talking to
each other on the gateline. Or moving your
limbs without due authorisation.

The company is overlooking the fact
that stations run on a big dose of goodwill.
If they are going to withdraw theirs,
perhaps we should withdraw ours - no
more booking on early, or doing them a
favour, or going an inch beyond your duty.
Or we could just ignore their silly plan.

JUSTICE FOR ANGELA
Particularly since Chancery Lane,

LUL has (publicly, anyway) said that
safety is vital and we should not be
afraid to speak out. Well, when Arnos
Grove T/Op Angela Agyemang reported
herself for a possible SPAD, LUL sacked
her! Even though this was her first
incident serious enough to go to DB.

Tubeworker urges everyone to defend
Angela, as any of us could be next.

MISCARRIAGE OF JUSTICE
Following hot on the heels of the Tunvir

Ghani case, the long arm of the law has
been at it again. Alfie Theodore, SS Picc
Circus, was the victim of a racist assault at
work by an off-duty copper.

We want justice for all victims of Police
abuse - and LUL should back its staff. It is
time for an enquiry into relations between
the Police and Tube staff. Oh, and please
tell us why they get free travel: particularly
when people who really deserve it, like
nurses or firefighters, do not.

BROKEN TAPE
As we all have drummed into our

heads, conversations with Line Control
are tape recorded. Watch what you say.

Except, it seems, when the phone call
involves the Controller telling a Station
Supervisor not to assist the driver of a
defective train because he doesn’t like
the driver’s politics. In that case, it
turns out that the tape recorder happens
to be ‘broken’. Strange, that.

SIGNAL FAILURE
A class of newly-qualified signallers has

been sent back to their stations instead of
their new jobs in the boxes. It seems that
two earlier classes had all passed, but LUL
had planned for some of them to fail. Nice
to know our employer has such faith in us.

Several trainees returned to their stations
to find that their place on the roster had
been filled, and they were treated as group
reserves and messed around. There ought
to be a rule – LUL should hold your place
on the roster until you are in your new job.

REASONABLE ADJUSTMENTS
The law is making LUL be less brutal

to staff who suffer a health impairment.
Managers can be like greyhounds out

of the traps trying to medically redeploy
or even ‘terminate’ you. Now they must
make ‘reasonable adjustments’ to let
you carry on in our job. Like every law,

this is only as strong as our power in the
workplace. So stand up for yourself,
and get your union to put up a fight.

FINAL  REPORT
The final report on the Chancery Lane

crash omits key evidence that came out in
the investigation – that PPP was the real
cause, surprise surprise. Metronet failed to
inform LUL of safety problems, agency
staff were not trained to carry out checks.
RMT says there was evidence that checks
weren’t carried out correctly; the official
report says the opposite.

With PPP well underway, the only way
to stop more disasters is to fight to bring
the whole Tube back under public control.

HOLIDAY  VOUCHERS
There was uproar when LUL gave

managers £1,000 holiday vouchers for
acts of heroism over the Chancery Lane
crash (OK, we made that last bit up).

While managers get vouchers for,
well, not a lot, a few workers – even
those who went so far as to jump onto a
train to save passengers’ lives – got only
£250, and passengers got nothing.

Tubeworker has a suggestion – make
those holiday tickets one-way.

GETTING AWAY WITH MURDER
Readers will have heard about fat cats

being (finally) charged with manslaughter
over the Hatfield crash. But Tubeworker
reckons it is too little too late. While rail
bosses claim they deserve the money they
get for the responsibility they have, they
won’t say that in court: more likely, it will
be somebody’s else’s responsibility then!

Balfour Beatty and Network Rail vow to
defend even ex-employees, no doubt using
some of their public subsidy. If they do go
to prison, they may think they will be
popular inside – but Tubeworker doesn’t
fancy the odds.

ASLEF ELECTION
Mick Rix has lost the election for

ASLEF General Secretary to EC
member Shaun Brady. It was something
of a shocker, as Rix lost by 4,475 votes
to 3,299, despite being nominated by 88
branches against Brady’s 11.

In next month’s Tubeworker, we will
be looking at the election, why Rix lost,
and whether Brady is really the right-
wing bigot that some people say he is.
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AGAINST THE EURO?
A debate between Workers’ Liberty and Trade Unionists Against A Single Currency
Wednesday 6 August 19:30, Room 2A, University of London Union, Malet Street
(Euston/Warren St). All welcome.


